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If you are thinking of investing in stock market, then you need to understand that it requires
sufficient knowledge and a lot of skills to succeed and to make money. Apart from being strong in
financial field, you need to use investment skills, tactics and strategies to find success. Keeping
yourself updated of the latest market trend, news and the latest technologies and tools will be of
great help to earn a lot in this field. The advancement of latest technology has blessed every field
and the world of stock market too has got new tools and software that have made the job of stock
market investors and traders easier than ever. Stock Market Browser has come up as a beneficial
and ideal tool that is capable of taking an instant snapshot from a top view of the total stock market
and also of the individual companies.

Since stock market is quite a tough filed and without having sound knowledge and good tactics and
without making use of the latest tools in stock market you cannot expect to make money and last
long in this field. The strategic use of stock market tools can help you find success. Therefore, what
you need to do to be successful in stock market is setting your goals and using proper tools and
aids. To make you task easy by providing you information in the easier and comfortable way, there
cannot be anything better than stock market tools.

What you need to know about Stock Market Browser:

Once you decide to invest, the first and foremost thing that you need to have is adequate knowledge
about the industry or sector of the company that you are planning to invest in. Stock Market Browser
is the ideal tool for doing that.

Stock Market Browser is undoubtedly an effective way of finding out investment opportunity. Those
who are with a goal of investment, looking forward to investment scopes in particular sector or
industry, Stock Market Browser can make the job much easier making you browse the list of
companies quite easily.

With Stock Market Browser it is possible to setup the screen criteria based on dividend yield, debt to
equity ratio, market cap, P/E, ROE %, P/B, Net profit margin and price to free cash flow to find out a
definite company in that industry. 

If you like to go for post processing, Stock Market Browser lets you transfer the screened result to
.csv format. You can easily bring out the detailed information simply by making double clicks on the
symbol. This way it will be much quicker and easier for you to make the decision.

Detailed information like chart, news and profile is provided for selected symbols.

With Stock Market Browser provides the best way of getting the price up number. It also offers the
percentage for measuring the overall market, sector and industry performance.  With this software
you can monitor approximately 9 sectors, 215 industries and more than 6000 publicly traded stock
instantly. 

It is quite easy to purchase Stock Market Browser by paying a onetime fee; there is no further
subscription fee. For future release free upgrade are obtained.

Analyxit, the reputed software development company is a dependable name in making financial &
investment software application to satisfy the needs of individual investors. The education and
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investment tools offered by Analyxit have been of great help to the investors in taking wise
decisions. Stock Market Browser developed by Analyxit can definitely help you achieve your goals.
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